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TOOLS / HAND TOOLS / PROFESSIONAL NON-SLIP MAGNETIC PROJECT MAT

DESCRIPTION

Repairs can be tough. You don't need missing screws making it worse. iFixit designed this mat

to make repairs easier. You won’t lose screws and won’t forget which screws go where.

Magnetized to hold tight onto small screws.

Dry erase surface lets you keep notes and stops mistakes.

Reduces reassembly time by up to 40% while preventing errors.

New! The Pro version of this mat has a better quality magnet for a strong hold and a foam

non-slip padding

Magnetic surface is safe for hard drives, and other modern electronics.

Anyone who has done electronics repair knows how irritating lost screws can be—if you’re

lucky, you’ll end up with a slightly lighter laptop. If you’re unlucky, your laptop will be brought to

its knees by a clip hiding under a table leg. Designed by fixers, for fixers, the 8”x10” Magnetic

Project Mat solves this repair problem. Spacious and secure, the mat will catch screws as you

pull them out of a device and hold them there.

Use it as a workmat during cell phone repairs, and you’ll be able to stop worrying about screw

tracking and focus on the cell phone; All the screws will be right where you left them. For
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laptops with up to hundreds of screws, use the whole mat as a screw guide and keep careful

notes to not get lost. It will serve you as a dutiful partner, and you will lose fewer screws.

The pen is made by Staedtler, the German pen company that makes top-of-the-line artists’ pens

and pencils, as well as the expensive precision pens architects use for blueprints. Their

Lumocolor Correctable pen doesn’t smear or wipe away like most dry erase markers. If you

brush your hand across the mat while performing a repair, the ink doesn’t scratch or smear. But

the eraser tip or a dry cloth erases the ink clean every time.

Photos by iFixit.
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For product support, please contact iFixit here.

Ember 3D Printer

3D Print with Light!

3DPrinted Custom Keycaps

Customize your keyboard

Adafruit PCB Ruler v2 - 6" Mirror iPhone Replacement

Back - iPhone 4

Aluminum iPhone 4S 0.8mm

5-Point Star/Pentalobe

Aluminum MacBook Air 4

1.2mm 5-Point

Black No-Logo iPhone

Replacement Back - iPhone

ESD-Safe PCB Cleaning

Brush
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Carbide PCB Drill Bit -

0.9mm

Carbide Square End Mill -

1/8" Shaft - 0.8mm Diameter

Carbide Square End Mill -

1/8" Shaft - 0.5mm Diameter

Carbide PCB Drill Bit - 1.1mm Carbide PCB Drill Bit -

0.5mm

Carbide Square End Mill -

1/8" Shaft - 0.6mm Diameter
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ENGINEERED IN NYC Adafruit ®

"You just keep pushing. You just

keep pushing. I made every mistake

that could be made. But I just kept

pushing" - René Descartes
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